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I. WHY CALIFORNIA NEEDS A

BIG & BOLD VISION
THE PROBLEM:
California’s water infrastructure and facilities — a complex and interconnected web
of reservoirs, pipelines, canals, and groundwater storage — are ill-equipped to capture
changes and will not be able to keep pace to adequately serve its existing population
and agricultural needs.

D

roughts and floods are a fact of life in
California. If you have lived in the Golden
State for any length of time, chances are that you
have experienced a prolonged dry spell as well as
a torrential downpour or snowstorm. Eventually,
the weather turns around and conditions return to
average. Historically, that is what we have known
to be true.
Unfortunately, in 2022 California will remain
mired in its third-consecutive drought year. As we
have seen historically, it is likely that droughts will
continue and intensify for years to come. Many
of us, including the water agencies that provide
reliable and safe drinking water, wastewater
and irrigation water to 40 million Californians,
are feeling a growing sense of concern that
this drought — what some climatologists and
hydrologists are calling a megadrought — could
be fundamentally worse than prior years and that
the water outlook for California may be changing
drastically and permanently.

from the mountains in as a few as 25 years. We
may continue to see snowfall, but the snowpack
likely will not be the reserve California has always
counted on, with more precipitation falling as
rain. The system was designed to capture rain
during the winter and snowmelt in the spring and
summer, for both storage and flood protection.
When there is too little snow, the reservoirs are
not replenished in summer, which has detrimental
effects on the environment and endangered and
threatened species. California’s water infrastructure
and facilities — a complex and interconnected web
of reservoirs, pipelines, canals, and groundwater
storage — are ill-equipped to capture changes and
will not be able to keep pace to adequately serve its
existing population and agricultural needs.

If you feel that way, a growing body of
scientific evidence suggests your gut instinct
might be correct. During the past winter, California
experienced an unprecedented bout of climate
“whiplash” — one of its wettest starts to a season
in state history, followed by a record three-monthlong span during the winter of almost no rain or
snow. This type of feast-or-famine water cycle in
California is becoming a regular occurrence and is
increasing in its severity and duration.

This is just one of many ways in which California’s
water system is under duress. Water managers also
are dealing with regulatory challenges, overdrafted
groundwater basins, dried up wells and subsiding
lands, saltwater intrusion due to rising sea levels
and lower water tables. The growing list of manmade chemicals that degrade water quality is
another concern. More frequent and intense
wildfires contaminate reservoirs with ash and
sediment runoff, making the water difficult to treat
and causing plastic distribution pipes to melt from
the intense temperatures, releasing contaminants
into drinking water systems. The list of issues
grows longer, and many of these problems were
not predicted when California built out most of its
water system several decades ago.

In the longer term, recent studies have found
that due to climate change the snowpack in the
Sierra — a vital source of water during the spring
and summer dry season — could disappear entirely

Because California’s water picture will be forever
altered, the state must fundamentally change how
it manages water for human and environmental
purposes. The system was not built for, nor is it
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operated to address, current hydrology. Presently,
there is not adequate water to satisfy the state’s
needs. We need to adapt quickly and nimbly
to the new reality of the changing climate so the
state can maintain a resilient water supply
even through periods of severe drought and
major floods. Meaningful investments in new
water supplies — including recycling, brackish and
seawater desalination, and stormwater capture,
21st-century above- and below-ground storage, as
well as conveyance and demand management —
are required to get through multiyear droughts and
major floods without these events being viewed
as emergencies when they occur. California should
expect water extremes — both dry and wet — and
have a multipronged strategy in place to deal with
them, especially amid the growing effects of climate
change and global warming. This includes thinking
ahead for future impacts and planning accordingly.

The consequences of not adapting to this new
reality could be catastrophic for California, the
people who live here — including in disadvantaged
communities — the environment and ecosystem,
and the state’s thriving economy, which is the fifth
largest in the world. Water is vital for life, and if
California is unable to secure a safe, reliable and
affordable water supply, then all facets of our state
will be harmed.
Without significant action, more Californians
will not have reliable access to drinking water.
Agriculture won’t have enough water to grow
the crops and food that our state and nation,
and the world, depend on to live. Businesses will
not have the water they need to continue making
California the hub of innovation and economic
strength that it is. The environment will suffer
irreparably without water.

CALIFORNIA NEEDS BIG AND BOLD SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES
THAT REFOCUS CALIFORNIA’S WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY.

WE MUST TAKE ACTION NOW

Climatologists fear that snow cover could be a thing of the past in the Sierra in as few as 25 years, which would drastically affect
California water management.
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II. BIG AND BOLD:

AN EMERGENCY IN NEED OF ACTION

THE PATH TO SUCCESS
Provide significant and sustained funding
Increase water supplies
Implement cost effective demand management
Accelerate and expand incentives
Provide regulatory certainty and encourage collaboration
Streamline permitting/CEQA exemptions

T

here are many solutions and strategies
that California can use in order to mitigate
the impacts of climate change on the water supply,
to bring new momentum to stalled water projects,
and to ensure water agencies can continue to
provide safe, reliable and affordable water in a
way that is equitable for all Californians.
California has invested billions of dollars to bolster
its water supplies, to make the state’s water system
more resilient, and to improve the capacity for
capturing water during wet periods for later use.
However, California’s ongoing drought and the
unfortunate prospect that significantly less water
may be available in the future necessitates that
the state make further significant investments in
a broad array of solutions and strategies, such as
those listed above.
Immediate action is needed to address these
priorities because the ongoing drought and its
many effects on California are literally a natural
disaster in slow motion. The same urgency is
needed to address California’s drought as we do
in the aftermath of other more quickly occurring
catastrophic emergency events.
The state of California certainly is aware that
action is needed to advance broad water resiliency

i
ii
iii

goals. Governor Gavin Newsom’s administration
and the Legislature worked together to
recently appropriate billions of dollars for water
infrastructure, new supplies and treatment, which
are discussed later in this paper. There also have
been several statewide efforts meant to expand
research, enhance understanding, and initiate
action to ensure California’s water system can
adapt to competing demands and drier conditions.
For example, the California Water Plan (CWP) is
the state’s long-term strategic plan for managing
and developing water resources throughout the
state. Mandated by the California Water Codei, the
CWP is updated every five years. The last update
was completed in 2018, and the next update is
planned for 2023. Since 1998, the CWP began
evaluating options for addressing future water
shortages; however, the plan cannot mandate
actions or authorize spending for specific actions.ii
The 2011-2017 drought spurred more decisive
action through statewide plans. In 2014,
then-Governor Jerry Brown commissioned
a California Water Action Plan (CWAP)iii
developed by the California Natural Resources
Agency, California Department of Food and
Agriculture, and California Environmental
Protection Agency to be used as a roadmap
for putting California on a path to sustainable

California Water code Sections 10004 – 10013.
California Water Plan, https://water.ca.gov/programs/california-water-plan.
The CWAP was updated in 2016.
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Progress Report

Many local, state, federal and international efforts are
underway to plan for sustainable water management under
the changing climate.

water management. The CWAP specifies actions
be taken to adjust the state’s management
system to meet ecological and human needs.
More recently, Governor Newsom commissioned
a Water Resilience Portfolio (WRP) released in July
2020. The WRP is the administration’s “blueprint
for equipping California to cope with more extreme
droughts and floods and rising temperatures,
while addressing long-standing challenges that
include declining fish populations, over-reliance
on groundwater and lack of safe drinking water in
many communities.”iv The WRP intended to elicit
further action to expound on the recommendations
identified in the CWAP. The administration released
a progress report in January 2022 documenting
efforts to implement the portfolio. The CWAP and
WRP are alike in that they identify a broad goal to
maintain and diversify water supplies.

plans, as needed. These include the Bay-Delta
Water Quality Control Plan; California Ocean
Plan; Inland Surface Waters, Enclosed Bays, and
Estuaries Plan; and Regional Water Quality Control
Plans. Collectively, these State Water Board efforts
and statewide plans aim to manage California’s
water supply and protect the state’s ecology,
but they fall short of acknowledging the amount
of work that takes place at the local level or the
wholistic approach necessary to meet the changing
requirements of California’s 21st-century hydrology.
Aside from these statewide efforts to identify
broad goals, there are ongoing efforts to utilize
international expertise on long-term sustainability
and apply it to drought conditions in California.
The California Water Commission is preparing a
state plan for enduring a drought of as long as
six years. This Six-Year Drought Work Planv will
involve intensive research through summer 2022 to
explore how long-term drought has been managed
elsewhere, such as in Australia, South Africa,
and Israel. Following the research, outreach with
stakeholders will shape potential strategies for
managing drought in California. The entire effort
will culminate in a white paper expected in
2023 that describes a set of strategies for state
agencies to use for protecting communities and
fish and wildlife in the event of drought lasting at
least six years.
These many planning documents, initiatives and
previous investments are another indication of what
is clear:

California’s water supply
is vulnerable and action
is needed now with

BIG AND BOLD

SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIES
TO CORRECT COURSE

The State Water Resources Control Board also
adopts watershed-specific water management
iv
v

Water Resilience Portfolio, https://resources.ca.gov/Initiatives/Building-Water-Resilience/portfolio.
Six-Year Drought Draft Work Plan, https://cwc.ca.gov/-/media/CWC-Website/Files/Documents/2022/03_March/March2022_Item_10_Attach_1_
DroughtWorkplan_Final.pdf
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III. CALIFORNIA’S WATER SYSTEM

AT A GLANCE

C

alifornia gets its water from three main
sources: snowpack, which historically has been
California’s largest reservoir, surface water, which
is stored in reservoirs and transported via pipelines
and canals; and groundwater, which is stored
below ground and then is pumped to the surface
for use. Water is either developed, stored and used
locally, or it can be imported from other regions
of California or from outside the state, and from
locations like the Colorado River Basin.
The two main water infrastructure systems in
California are called the State Water Project (SWP)
and the Central Valley Project (CVP). Built in the
1960s and 1970s and maintained and operated by
the California Department of Water Resources, the
SWP is a system of canals, pipelines, reservoirs,
and hydroelectric power facilities that deliver clean
water to 27 million Californians, 750,000 acres of
farmland, and businesses, through a system that
spans 700 miles of the state. The CVP is a similar
conveyance system that the federal U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation built in the 1930s to deliver water
to the Central Valley and its fertile agricultural
economy, which now also serves urban needs. The
CVP transports water from Lake Shasta and Folsom
Reservoir in the north to Bakersfield in the southern
San Joaquin Valley.
Two other water systems that are vital to our state
are the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta (Delta) and
the Colorado Aqueduct. The Delta is where the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers join and go
to the sea, and it is an important ecosystem and
habitat. It’s also where the SWP pumps water via an
intake that is used by tens of millions of Californians
in the Bay Area, Central Valley and Southern
California. The Colorado Aqueduct, built about 90
years ago, transports water from the Colorado River
Basin to Southern California. It is operated by the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(MWD) and is one of the region’s primary sources
of drinking water.
Many local water agencies in California also
maintain their own reservoirs, conveyance, and
groundwater systems, and they may augment
their water supplies by developing local sources
such as water recycling, stormwater capture
and/or desalination.

Sacramento --- San Joaquin Delta

California Aqueduct
San Luis Canal

CCWA Extension

FEDERAL AQUEDUCT/CANAL
STATE AQUEDUCT/CANAL
LOCAL AQUEDUCT/CANAL
MWD SERVICE AREA
4/15

40M

California’s water storage and conveyance system is
amazingly complex, but it’s also aging and is not easily
adaptable as climate change intensifies.

impacts of a drought. For example, during a dry
period when snowpack is low in the Sierra and
surface reservoir storage is below average as a
result, a water agency that has banked groundwater
may choose to use that resource to maintain its
water supplies and serve its community.
Water in California is used for a variety of
purposes and by a variety of users. Generally,
statewide, average water use is approximately 50
percent environmental, 40 percent agricultural,
and 10 percent urban, but those proportions
can vary significantly by region and during wet
and dry years. Notably, water efficiency among
agricultural and urban users has improved during
the past three decades, with many using less
water despite major population increases.

A diversified and resilient water system uses
multiple water sources to mitigate the negative
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IV. BIG & BOLD STRATEGIES & SOLUTIONS
THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE:

REFOCUS THE STATE’S WATER SUPPLY STRATEGY

T

he changing climate is directly impacting
California’s weather conditions and this is
contributing to swings of either extremely dry or
uncharacteristically wet conditions. To be blunt,
there is a water crisis in California, and the current
approach for managing California’s water system is
not sustainable. Simultaneously, our infrastructure
needs modernization and repair. In fact, the
American Society of Civil Engineers’ 2019 Report
Card gave California’s overall infrastructure a rating
of C-.vi Drinking water and wastewater infrastructure
were slightly better at a C and C+, but levees were
at a D, stormwater a D+, and dams a C-. These
poor or mediocre grades are confirmation that the
physical condition of the state’s water infrastructure
is at risk. To achieve a sustainable water supply,
federal, state and local water managers must
intentionally work together to break down barriers
and, in particular, refocus California’s current water
supply strategy.
To do this, California needs to focus on both water
supply augmentation and demand management.
For a truly sustainable water system, the state
must promote, facilitate, and support projects that
increase water supply in a manner that will benefit
both water users and the environment. California
is experiencing more years with water shortages,
so proactive action is needed to augment water
supply. For example, desalination is one option
for supply augmentation that is unique because it
does not directly require rain or snow, potentially
making it a valuable solution during prolonged dry,
hot weather. These actions must be combined with
intentional efforts to enhance water use efficiency
and reduce demand where feasible.
Water agencies are at the forefront of improving
and expanding local and regional water resiliency,
and the state also has taken many actions to shore
up the system. But more is needed, and
with urgency.
There are several actions and priorities that taken
together would improve California’s preparedness

vi

for droughts, wet years and climate change. If
implemented, these recommended actions would
effectively refocus the state’s water supply strategy.
Any of these actions alone would help offset
the impacts of dry conditions, but revamping
California’s water system requires these actions
be pursued concurrently to address all aspects of
the problem.

PROACTIVELY PLANNING FOR
DROUGHT, INCLUDING MULTIPLE
YEARS OF DRY CONDITIONS
Increase the amount of water
available for use
An “all of the above” approach that implements
a broad combination of solutions is required to
effectively increase water supplies in California.
These efforts should include the following actions:
Develop local drought-resilient supplies
A key strategy for increasing water supplies is
to find creative ways for developing “new” water
through recycled water (including via direct potable
reuse), ocean (or brackish) desalination projects,
and even actions like cloud seeding. Water agencies
throughout California are working to implement
programs and projects to develop local supplies.
Historically, the state has supported these efforts;
however, more active support and funding is
needed to accelerate development of such projects.
There are many noteworthy examples of local/
regional water supply projects:
•

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, in partnership with the Los Angeles
County Sanitation Districts, is planning for a
Regional Recycled Water Program that will
provide a new, droughtproof source of water
for the region.

https://infrastructurereportcard.org/state-item/california/
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Local/regional water supply projects (left to right): Orange County Water District Groundwater Replenishment System,
City of Roseville ASR program, Carlsbad Desalination Plant

•

•

The City of Sacramento and other utilities are
assisting the Sacramento Regional Sanitation
Agency to implement Harvest Water, a water
recycling project that will offer multiple benefits,
including the provision of a safe and reliable
supply of tertiary-treated water for agricultural
operations. The project will reduce groundwater
pumping, support habitat protection efforts, and
provide near-term benefits to the SacramentoSan Joaquin Delta.
Orange County Water District has been
operating its Groundwater Replenishment
System for decades. The Groundwater
Replenishment System is the world’s largest
water purification system for indirect potable
reuse and has produced over 363 trillion gallons
of purified water.

•

South Coast Water District is planning for
the Doheny Ocean Water Desalination Project,
which would provide as much as 5 million
gallons per day (MGD) or 5,300 acre-feet per
year (AFY) of new, local, drought-proof and
high-quality drinking water.

•

The City of Roseville is expanding upon its
aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) program
by building as many as six new ASR wells that
will be integral to the successful implementation
of the Sacramento Regional Water Bank.

•

Eastern Municipal Water District’s Desalination
Program is producing potable water from
otherwise unusable brackish groundwater
with two reverse osmosis desalters and a third
desalter scheduled to be operational in 2022.
The program will ultimately produce 15,000 AFY
and remove up to 50,000 tons of salt from the
groundwater basin annually.

•

The Placer County Water Agency is
working with others to implement RiverArc,
which would provide a low-impact diversion
from an existing facility on the Sacramento
River and enhance flexibility to expand on
groundwater water banking and meet
water supply needs in an environmentally
friendly manner.

•

Pure Water San Diego — a potable reuse
water recycling project — is planning to
generate half of the City of San Diego’s water
by the end of 2035.

•

After adding desalinated seawater to its
water supply portfolio in 2015, San Diego
County Water Authority is leading the U.S. with
the nation’s largest seawater desalination plant
— the result of a public-private partnership —
in the coastal town of Carlsbad. The Carlsbad
plant can provide as much as 56,000 AFY of
drought-proof, high-quality drinking water,
which is approximately 10 percent of the San
Diego region’s water demand. The plant reduces
the region’s dependence on imported water.

•

Western Municipal Water District’s
“Connecting the Drops” program is creating
new access to local supplies by increasing new
water production by more than 3,500 AFY,
rebalancing the water district’s water portfolio
and giving Western capacity to provide an
additional 16,000 acre-feet of water in cases of
emergencies, even in the event of a temporary
outage of imported water supplies which could
occur after a natural disaster.

These are just a few examples of local and
regional agencies in California that have invested in
developing projects that directly produce droughtresilient water supplies.
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Modernize regional and statewide conveyance

Bolster surface and groundwater storage

Proposition 1 was passed to provide $2.7 billion for
surface and groundwater projects. Several projects
have been approved with a portion of this funding,
including Sites Reservoir, a proposed $5.2 billion
offstream reservoir project west of Colusa in the
Sacramento Valley. Sites Reservoir would increase
Northern California’s water storage capacity by
as much as 15 percent. In dry and critically dry
years, this new reservoir also would provide an
additional 250,000 to 300,000 acre-feet of coldwater pools to help critically endangered salmon
and improve water quality conditions.viii It has been
eight years since the passage of Prop 1, but Sites
isn’t scheduled to start construction until 2024,
with completion expected in 2030. This project is
just one example illustrating the amount of time
it takes to bring stakeholders together, review
environmental impacts, and get the facilities
built. This time horizon demonstrates the urgency
of working on projects that increase storage
capabilities because of the extensive collaboration
involved, but also begs the question of what can
we do to fix these types of delays? The process to
build Sites Reservoir can provide important lessons
learned and pathways for improvement as we look
at additional storage opportunities.

Increasing surface and groundwater storage
helps ensure there are sufficient supplies to offset
dry conditions. Although more storage capacity is
needed, there are many hurdles to getting projects
built without excessive delays. For example, in 2014

California also has an extensive groundwater
system. The state Department of Water Resources
has found there is the potential for 1.5 million acrefeet of annual groundwater rechargeix in basins
that have a capacity in the range of 1 billion acre-

The backbone of California’s water conveyance
infrastructure is many decades old. Since it was
mostly built 60 and 70 years ago, the state has not
commissioned large-scale investments to improve,
upgrade, or update the state’s infrastructure
system. Hydrology in California has shifted
significantly since then, and the infrastructure has
not kept up. The state Legislature has periodically
attempted to address this problem, most recently
through Senator Hurtado’s SB 559 (2020), which
would have supported repairs to the SWP and
CVP, namely the Friant-Kern Canal, Delta-Mendota
Canal, San Luis Canal and California Aqueduct.
The California Aqueduct — California’s main state
and regional water conveyance infrastructure — is
currently suffering from as much as a 60 percent
reduction in capacity due to land subsidence.vii
SB 559 was shelved for a variety of reasons but
investing in regional and statewide conveyance
deserves continued attention and is a key part of
ensuring water can get to where it
is needed.

A view of the proposed Sites Reservoir near Maxwell, Calif., in 2014. Photo by Kelly M. Grow / California Department of Water Resources.

vii
viii
ix

https://swc.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/SB-559-Leave-Behind_FINAL.pdf
https://sitesproject.org/about-sites/
https://cawaterlibrary.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Water-Available-for-Replenishment-Final-Report.pdf
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increasing. This demonstrates that the Water Bank
works and has significant potential to expand.

California has an extensive
groundwater system with
the potential for

1.5 MILLION

ACRE-FEET OF ANNUAL
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE
in basins that have a capacity
in the range of 1 billion acre-feet

feet.x The passage of the Sustainable Groundwater
Management Act (SGMA) in 2014 has required
actions to ensure the long-term sustainability of
the state’s groundwater resources and to address
overdraft conditions where they exist. SGMA is
moving the state in the right direction, but there is
great potential to enhance groundwater recharge.
Doing so will greatly enhance the flexibility of
water management in a way that is adapting to the
extremes that are part of climate change.
Encourage conjunctive use
The most promising opportunity for increasing
storage is to maximize the connection between
surface water and groundwater storage. This
is called conjunctive use. Even though the
implementation of SGMA is only now getting
underway, several local and regional water
agencies have been working to maximize
conjunctive use projects. One such effort is
taking place in the Sacramento region, where the
Sacramento Water Bankxi is set to become the
first federally recognized groundwater bank in the
Sacramento Valley. The groundwater basin in the
Sacramento area has capacity of 1.8 million acrefeet. The Water Bank is an innovative groundwater
storage and recovery program that, by 2030, will
allow local water providers to store over 90,000
acre-feet of water during wet years using existing
and planned facilities. During a dry year, much
of that stored groundwater could be recovered,
allowing more lake and river water to be available
for the environment of the lower American River
or other beneficial uses elsewhere in the state.
The region has been developing its program for a
quarter century and has seen groundwater levels

x
xi

Another example of local and regional efforts to
improve conjunctive use is at Irvine Ranch Water
District (IRWD), which has entered into a 30-year
water banking partnership with the Rosedale-Rio
Bravo Water Storage District in Kern County. This
project provides long-term equity ownership of
water banking capacity. IRWD has purchased highquality land for groundwater recharge overlying the
Kern County regional groundwater basin and is part
of the Rosedale-Rio Bravo Water Storage District.
IRWD partnered with Rosedale and constructed
502 acres of groundwater recharge ponds on
this property to allow available surface water to
percolate into the groundwater basin for later use.
Support water treatment and groundwater cleanup
Water treatment provides an additional
opportunity to increase water supply in the state.
In California, contaminants from both human
and natural causes render some of the state’s
groundwater and surface water unusable. There
are currently 97 locations the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has designated as
Superfund Sites, many requiring significant
remediation of the underlying groundwater. One
such example is the San Fernando Groundwater
Basin that was contaminated by Lockheed Corp.
during the latter half of the twentieth century
through its aircraft manufacturing operations. The
EPA has mandated that Lockheed remediate, at its
own cost, the sites where contamination plumes
exist in the groundwater. This is done through an
Operable Unit — an EPA term used to denote a
treatment plant for a specific Superfund site —
that treats the groundwater to meet all state and
federal drinking water standards. The groundwater
cleanup benefits the environment and provides an
additional drinking water supply.
Another example is Orange County Water
District (OCWD), which is leading the way in swiftly
addressing perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS). Groundwater from OCWD
comprises most of the water supply in its service
area, with some water providers relying on it for 100
percent of their supply. Currently, 11 of the water
agencies are impacted by PFAS and a total of 59
wells require treatment, with all but two of these
wells located within disadvantaged communities. In
response, OCWD implemented the nation’s largest
pilot program to develop effective PFAS treatment
systems and has been designing and building

https://waterinthewest.stanford.edu/groundwater/charts/capacity-comparison/index.html
https://rwah2o.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/2-WF_WaterBank_OnePager_4-FINAL.pdf
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A joint project of Orange County Water District and Yorba Linda Water District, the nation’s largest ion exchange PFAS Treatment Plant
can treat up to 25 million gallons of water per day. Photo by Adrian Ramirez / OCWD.

systems throughout the county since the state’s
Response Levels for PFOA and PFOS were lowered.
PFAS not only affects Orange County, but impacts
counties statewide, such as Riverside, Los Angeles,
San Diego, Fresno, Alameda, San Joaquin, Butte,
Tulare, and Sacramento.
By dedicating resources and attention to
addressing this contamination, additional water
supply will be available and groundwater storage
capacity will increase.
Pursue consolidations/partnerships to help small
water systems
In 2012, California adopted a state policy with
the goal of ensuring all humans have a right to
safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water that
is adequate for human consumption, cooking,
and sanitary purposes. However, in times of
drought, small systems — many of which are in
disadvantaged communities — may face worsening
water quality or completely lose access to water.
That is unacceptable and has been happening for
far too long. Most of these systems do not have
the capacity to develop or directly participate in
opportunities to increase water supplies such as
those described above. While the issues that lead
to these outcomes are complex, there are steps the
state can take to guide these systems on a path
toward sustainability.

Consolidations and partnerships are avenues
that can be pursued, where feasible and locally
appropriate, to help ensure water supply is available
for all communities. Promoting consolidations
among underperforming systems with fewer than
500 connections can help spread the costs of
improving infrastructure and treatment facilities
and allows the underperforming system to achieve
technical, managerial and financial capacity. This
also could take the shape of a regional entity that
provides the needed economies of scale for a
sustainable system. While voluntary consolidations
are the preferred outcome, the State Water Board
has sufficient authority to mandate consolidation as
needed. Larger water systems also can partner with
smaller systems to provide emergency supplies and
mutual aid during dry conditions until a long-term
solution is developed. Funding must be provided,
especially for the receiving system, to cover the
entire cost of the consolidation. This will incentivize
more systems to take action.

Manage demand and effectively
and economically implement water use
efficiency legislation
Along with increasing water supply, the state
should continue to support efforts toward managing
demand. Long-term changes in water use by
becoming more water efficient is another way to
stretch existing supplies.
11

... as important as it is, ultimately California cannot continue to use conservation alone
to endure longer and more severe droughts.

Governor Brown in 2018 signed landmark
legislation to put California on a path to “Make
Conservation a California Way of Life.” AB 1668
(Friedman) and SB 606 (Hertzberg) were the
result of two years of negotiations among myriad
stakeholders representing the water sector and
environmental community. These bills set up a
structure for urban and agricultural water suppliers
to bolster their water use efficiency efforts. While
the legislation included new requirements for
both urban and agricultural water suppliers, one
of the main outcomes is the development of
“water use objectives” for urban agencies, which
are comprised of several elements: indoor water
use, outdoor water use [including commercial,
industrial, and institutional (CII) customers with
dedicated irrigation meters], and water loss.
Currently, efforts are underway to finalize the
standards for each element, which will then be
rolled up into the “objective.” In addition, with
this legislation came improved tools for urban
and agricultural water suppliers to respond to
drought. These tools include enhanced Agricultural
Water Management Plans and Water Shortage
Contingency Plans, an Annual Water Supply and
Demand Assessment, and data submitted to the
state as part of the electronic Annual Report.
First and foremost, urban and agricultural water
suppliers are committed to a water-efficient
future using a variety of tools and working with
customers to save water. The new requirements
in SB 606 and AB 1668 add to ongoing state
and local efforts aimed at reducing consumption
during droughts; these efforts include rebates,
outreach campaigns, building codes and more.
In fact, for many urban water agencies, water
use, if compared to population growth, has
dropped significantly. For example, Southern
California uses less water than 30 years ago
despite population gains of four million people.
Conservation and water-use efficiency are key
elements of a sustainable water future and
should be part of state and local efforts for
both agricultural and urban users, including in a
drought emergency. Nevertheless, as important

as it is, ultimately California cannot continue to
use conservation alone to endure longer and more
severe droughts. Lowering individuals’ indoor use
from 50 to 42 GPD, the proposed 2030 standard
in SB 1157 (2020), only would reduce demand
statewide by 354,000 AF and much more water is
needed to create a functional water system now
and in the future. In fact, this amount is only 0.5
percent of total statewide water use based on DWR
Water Plan Update 2018 data. Additionally, further
restrictions to indoor water use could strand water
recycling assets – such as Orange County Water
District’s Groundwater Replenishment System –
that depend on sewer flows as an important water
source. As for specific water agencies, there may
be limitations on further actions they can take
to encourage customers to save water, including
plateaus in participation within their rebate
programs where the customers who are financially
capable to participate in the rebate programs
already have done so. This is not universal, but it
is important to reflect on the best ways to achieve
water savings and place the appropriate emphasis
on sectors based on the amount of water used. For
example, as noted earlier, the agricultural sector
uses 40 percent of the water in California while the
urban sector uses only 10 percent. Efforts like SGMA
and the Legislature’s conservation bills have led to
increased efficiency requirements for agricultural
water suppliers, but there is more work to be done,
like shifting irrigation technology from flooding
to drip systems and using local climate conditions
to determine the best timing for irrigation.
Where possible, additional funding can help
advance activities such as rebates for transitioning
Californians to more efficient appliances, which
has the potential to reduce indoor water use
by a substantial amount. Moreover, urban
water agencies and agricultural water suppliers
would greatly benefit from substantial funding
to upgrade their infrastructure in ways that
reduce water loss or achieve more efficient
use. Direct install programs, especially for lowincome customers and multi-family housing,
also could provide significant benefits.
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PLANNING FOR WET YEARS
AND MITIGATING IMPACTS
FROM FLOODING

Association (CASQA) has established a Vision for
Sustainable Stormwater Managementxiii that focuses
on four pillars:
•

PRINCIPLE 1: Program Implementation
Projects and programs that use stormwater as
a resource, protect water quality and beneficial
uses, and efficiently minimize pollution are
critical for sustainable stormwater management.

•

PRINCIPLE 2:
Permits, Regulations, and Legislation
Permits, regulations, and legislation need to
focus on effectiveness and desired outcomes to
support sustainable stormwater management.

•

PRINCIPLE 3: Public Education
Public awareness, understanding, and
support is essential to sustainable stormwater
management.

•

PRINCIPLE 4: Funding
Significant financial investment is required to
achieve sustainable stormwater management.

Conveyance and storage
Similar to addressing drought conditions,
improving regional and statewide conveyance
— along with better coordination of surface and
groundwater storage — would go a long way
toward ensuring excess water supply can be moved
to the areas where it can be stored for later use.
For example, more expansive implementation
of Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) would
help alleviate water supply and quality issues in
groundwater basins throughout California. MAR is
the purposeful recharge of water into aquifers for
subsequent recovery or for environmental benefit.
MAR is one tool water managers, large pumpers,
developers, and others use to provide water
supply resiliency, and to help balance the seasonal
and periodic decreases in water availability with
increasing demand. MAR has grown in importance
for enhancing the capability to increase recharge
for water security.
MAR comes in different forms: large-scale capital
projects involving hundreds of acres of infiltration
ponds; wellfields of aquifer storage and recovery
wells; flooding permanent crops seasonally; lowimpact development, such as permeable pavement,
raingardens and bioswales; rooftop rainfall capture
and recharge; and “slow-it,-spread-it,-sink-it”
landscaping techniques.xii Because they may
require new water rights permits, it is important
to have a regulatory framework that facilitates
these types of projects.
Stormwater capture
When precipitation does occur, it is more
important than ever to maximize the capture of
that water. The California Stormwater Quality

xii
xiii
xiv

According to the Pacific Institute, urban stormwater
capture in areas overlying public supply aquifers
could boost water supplies by 580,000 AF in a
dry year and up to 3 million AF in a wet year.xiv
Advancing CASQA’s vision is a productive way to
further stormwater management in California and
focus on the benefits of stormwater as a critical
component to overcoming our state’s boom-andbust weather cycle.
Improved forecasting measures/atmospheric
river research
Many of the models and tools used to support
water management decision making are outdated
and increasingly challenged in helping to inform
actions and decisions related to water supply that is
needed to protect water users and the environment.
One example of work being done to enhance
our understanding of more frequent weather

https://www.ngwa.org/what-is-groundwater/groundwater-issues/managed-aquifer-recharge
https://www.casqa.org/sites/default/files/downloads/final_-_vision_for_sustainable_stormwater_management_-_10-07-2020.pdf
https://pacinst.org/publication/waste-not-want-not/
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Lake Mendocino was at only 30 percent of capacity in April 2021. Photo by Andrew Innerarity / California Department
of Water Resources.

extremes is the Center for Western Weather
and Water Extremes (CW3E) at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego.xv
The goal of CW3E is to revolutionize the
physical understanding, observations, weather
predictions, seasonal outlooks and climate
projections of extreme events in western North
America, including atmospheric rivers, the North
American summer monsoon and their impacts on
floods, droughts, hydropower, ecosystems and
the economy. Sonoma Water has entered into a
cooperative agreement with CW3E to advance
research in ocean science and meteorology that
will help define the role of atmospheric rivers
in filling Lake Mendocino and potentially offer
predictability to retain water without increasing
flood risk. The partnership also will develop a
feasibility assessment project for the potential
use of forecast-informed reservoir operations
(FIRO) for Lake Mendocino in cooperation
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.xvi
FIRO is a promising tool for improving water
supply management in California’s reservoirs. The
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has funded a project

involving their California-Great Basin Regional
Office in partnership with Reclamation’s Technical
Service Center (TSC) to evaluate reservoir
operating alternatives at Folsom Reservoir intended
to identify opportunities for increasing water
availability, improving environmental compliance,
and adapting to a changing climate. Folsom
Reservoir is part of the Central Valley Project near
Sacramento. In June 2019, Reclamation and U.S.
Army Corp of Engineers signed an updated Folsom
Dam Water Control Manual that allows for more
accurate release decisions at the reservoir based
on weather forecasts, refers to FIRO, and uses
Folsom’s new auxiliary spillway more efficiently.
Working within the requirements of the updated
Water Control Manual, Reclamation will use
ensemble forecasts and hydrologic modeling to
create a prototype FIRO management system to
meet specific management objectives. The resulting
prototype will allow Reclamation to evaluate the
potential benefit of improved forecasts, incorporate
uncertainty into management models, and conduct
trade-off analyses to consider competing water
objectives in a risk-informed framework.xvii

xv https://cw3e.ucsd.edu/overview/
xvi https://www.sonomawater.org/ar
xvii https://www.usbr.gov/watersmart/pilots/docs/FY21-ResOps-R1ProjectDescriptions.pdf
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THE ROLE OF INNOVATION
AND TECHNOLOGY
California is a world leader in fostering innovation
and entrepreneurship in energy and power supply
markets. Although water agencies are spearheading
some efforts to advance innovation, additional
attention and investment is needed to advance
new ideas in the water sector. California needs to
support a new wave of innovative entrepreneurs
who can develop and test products that align with
the state’s climate goals and build jobs and wealth
for California workers. A wide range of ideas must
be considered and analyzed under a variety of
market conditions because no one can predict
where the next great idea will come from. Support
from the state also should include incorporating the
latest technology and forecasting tools in agency
operations. Water innovation is primed to grow,
and California is situated to capture a large share of
water technology investments if the state takes the
necessary steps to encourage deployment.
Water agencies taking steps to pursue innovative
approaches include Turlock Irrigation District
(TID), whose leadership and early adoption of the
emerging water technologies have resulted
in significant benefits — increased water supply,
flood control flexibility, and multi-year drought
response — during all water year types. In 2017,
TID was able to minimize downstream impacts

by making pre-flood releases when Don Pedro
Reservoir was 15 feet below flood level. In 2018,
TID was able to encroach into flood control space
beyond historic practices and showed the Army
Corps local data prompting the Corps to grant
TID a deviation and save 150,000 acre-feet of
water that normally would have been released
from the reservoir. In 2021, when state snow runoff
projections were inaccurate by over 700,000 acrefeet, TID projections were within 10,000 acre-feet
of actual.
•

TID embraced NASA’s Airborne Snow
Observatory (ASO) program to map snow
water equivalent across mountain basins to
provide 97 to 99 percent accurate measurement
of snowpack in the Tuolumne River Watershed.

•

As a founding member of Scripps’ Water
Affiliates Group, TID is also involved with FIRO
collaboration, providing data that turns into
models yielding real-time data made available
online for reservoir operators throughout the
West.

•

TID also utilizes the Hydrocomp Forecasting
and Analysis Model (HFAM), one of the only
hourly and physically-based hydrologic models
used for water operations in California, allowing
for modelling results within a 2 percent margin
of error.

THE ROLE OF STATE
AND FEDERAL FUNDING
Coming up with big and bold solutions is vital to
accomplishing water resiliency in California. Along
with willing participants, we need sufficient funding
to complete projects, dedicate resources, and
ensure water supply is available. According to the
Public Policy Institute of California, the state spends
about $37 billion annually to supply communities
and farms with water, prevent water pollution,
protect freshwater ecosystems, and manage floods.
The bulk of this funding (84 percent) comes from
local sources (primarily water and wastewater
customer bills), and the rest from state (13 percent)
and federal (3 percent) contributions. Water bonds
make up about 45 percent of the state’s share, or
5 percent of total system spending. This includes
about $1 billion a year for new project support, and
a similar amount to reimburse principal and interest
on past bonds.xviii
Emerging water technology is helping Turlock Irrigation
District effectively manage water in Don Pedro Reservoir
during all types of hydrology.

Since 2000, California voters have approved eight
water bonds dedicating $27 billion to various water
projects. So far, $17 billion has been spent, including

xviii https://www.ppic.org/blog/how-water-bonds-plug-spending-holes/
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roughly $4 billion each for ecosystem restoration
and the management of floods and stormwater.
About $1.2 billion has gone toward California’s
efforts to improve drinking water and wastewater
systems. Recent bonds also have supported the
launch of new programs that do not yet have robust
local funding streams, such as the Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act.
Notably, California voters rejected Proposition
3 in 2018, the first time a water bond has
failed at the ballot box in almost 30 years.
Despite that setback, over the past few years
Assemblymembers Eduardo Garcia and Kevin
Mullin and Senators Henry Stern and Anthony
Portantino (along with other lawmakers) have
authored several bond bills. The vehicle in 2022
was AB 2387 (E. Garcia), a $7.43 billion bond
proposal focused on water, wildfire, and workforce
development.xix That bill died in Assembly, likely
because of the significant state surplus.
In addition, the state and federal governments
have provided a significant amount of funding
over the years, including the state’s dedication of
over $5 billion for projects in 2021 to support our

8 Water Bonds
dedicating
$17

BILLION
SPENT
TO DATE

$27 BILLION
TO VARIOUS
WATER PROJECTS
SINCE 2000

water system and the environment, and the federal
Infrastructure Investments and Jobs Act (IIJA).
Given the recent passage of the federal legislation,
allocations and their resulting benefits to California
have yet to be realized. This funding is a critical
component for complementing the extensive efforts
of local and regional agencies to support water
and wastewater projects.

Repair work is done on the California Aqueduct in Kern County in March 2021. Photo by Andrew Innerarity / California Department of
Water Resources.

xix

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB2387
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V. THE PATH TO SUCCESS

D

espite the state’s repeated efforts to provide
funding, and to facilitate and issue a variety
of planning documents, California is still stuck in
a water management quagmire and needs to take
action now. There are numerous strategies that
can advance existing and new efforts to create a
sustainable water system, but most important to
keep in mind on the path to success is recognizing
that all of us — state and federal governments,
urban and agricultural water suppliers, farmers and
water agency customers, the ecosystem — are in
this together. The way forward must be focused
on collaboration and a willingness to move past
an “us versus them,” “fish versus farmers,” “more
water equals more fish” and similar unconstructive
slogans of the status quo. As the past few years
have shown, drought can have devastating
effects on all sectors of California’s economy and
environment. Conversely, everyone wins when we
plan for a sustainable future.

SUSTAINED AND
SIGNIFICANT FUNDING
As noted earlier, the state and federal
governments have provided substantial funding
for water projects, including a historic investment in
2021 from the state’s budget surplus and the federal
infrastructure bill. This funding will be very helpful,
but more is needed for all areas of the state.
California must think big because its water
management system is not up to the task of
supporting the entire state, especially during
extreme weather years, yet it is essential to life
and all aspects of the economy. Now is not the
time to sit idle. Instead, California should double
down on state investments. Although bonds do
play an important rolexx, California has a record
budget surplus in 2022 so there is an opportunity
to supplement the state’s allocations in 2021 with
another substantial investment for water projects,
both for water supply and demand management.

Ambitious investments also would help address
the affordability of water in California. Even though
public water agencies are not-for-profit entities
and regularly invest in their local system and
regional efforts, the ever-increasing legislative and
regulatory obligations on water agencies inevitably
result in higher rates for customers. State funding
could mitigate these concerns and help offset the
additional costs of big projects needed to achieve
long-term sustainability. Significant investments,
including in a low-income water rate assistance
program, would help advance the Human Right
to Water for all Californians, which includes a
commitment to safe, reliable, affordable, and
accessible water.

INCENTIVES
Incentives that demonstrate the state values
water agencies as partners would go a long way
in progressing water conservation and water
storage projects in areas of California that are
crucially in need of such efforts. Funding for
additional measures to incentivize water use
efficiency in the urban and agricultural sectors,
both on the water system and customer level,
would provide significant benefits. Incentives
for water agencies to pursue consolidations, if
it is the appropriate solution for the affected
communities, would help improve the reliability
and sustainability of California’s water supply.
Streamlined permitting and limited California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exemptions
could serve as productive incentives until an
effort to reform CEQA is successful. Additional
incentives could include measures such as directly
involving water agencies in developing regulations,
recognizing agencies that are early adopters of
technologies or other innovative approaches,
partnerships and support throughout project
development, or even flexibility in meeting other
regulatory requirements. One creative, constructive
solution being pursued statewide that provides
incentives for project developers is funding for

Streamlined permitting and limited California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exemptions
could serve as productive incentives until an effort to reform CEQA is successful.

xx

CMUA supports efforts to pass further bond measures.
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the Multibenefit Land Repurposing Program,
which seeks to increase regional capacity for
repurposing agricultural land to reduce reliance
on groundwater while providing community
health, economic wellbeing, water supply, habitat,
renewable energy, and climate benefits.xxi

REGULATORY CERTAINTY
In California, water law and regulations are in
a constant state of flux. Each year, new statutes
are enacted and subsequent regulations add or
revise obligations for urban water agencies and
agricultural water suppliers. It is appropriate to add
requirements when a new harmful contaminant in
drinking water or wastewater is discovered, but it is
essential to not “move the goalposts” while several
significant pieces of legislation passed in the last
few years are implemented. A few examples are the
Making Conservation a Way of Life bills from 2018
and the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
enacted in 2014. There may be opportunities for
fine-tuning these statutes, but these foundational
laws are already having, or will have, a tremendous
impact on the state’s water resources and
they should be allowed to be fully realized.
Another instance is SB 998 (2018) related to the
discontinuation of water service: this bill requires
water systems to develop comprehensive plans for
addressing water shutoffs. During the pandemic,
the plans had not yet been put into practice when
new legislative efforts were pursued to significantly
revise the requirements. Major changes to partially
implemented legislation often creates confusion
and wastes investment in effective solutions.
In addition, the state continues to add new
requirements or reallocate/repurpose water from
the agricultural and urban sectors for environmental
uses. The environment is a key “stakeholder” and
more water is needed for the ecosystem as well,
but these actions are further proof there is not
enough water for all of California’s needs. And
because these reallocations continue to occur,
water managers cannot accurately prepare for the
future or make long-term infrastructure decisions
and investments if these assets could be stranded.
For example, a Groundwater Sustainability Agency
may build a MAR project only to have the surface
water planned for injection into the ground be
permanently reallocated for fish in the Delta.

Furthermore, there have been recent calls to
restructure the historical water rights priority
system in California. Any effort to make changes
in this area would radically alter the landscape of
regulatory certainty associated with California’s
economy, including in the Central Valley. As such,
if the state is interested in reviewing the current
structure, there should be a robust discussion
involving all stakeholders and careful consideration
of the significant impacts. Such restructuring may
not be needed if, instead of trying to reallocate the
existing limited water, the state bolsters supply and
manages demand so all facets of the water system
can be sustainable.
Regulatory certainty also means the water
community should have confidence that state
agencies are going to follow the same processes
and procedures regardless of the topic, whether
it be during workshops or when calculating
the economic feasibility of new requirements
imposed on the regulated community. For greater
effectiveness, it is important for state agencies to
focus on consistency in the implementation of their
authority and function and consistently collaborate
with affected stakeholders.

STREAMLINED PERMITTING/
CEQA EXEMPTIONS
Finding a balance between the needs of the
environment and a particular project’s requirements
can be difficult. The California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) is a key part of that balance.
CEQA was enacted in 1970, shortly after the federal
government passed the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), to institute a statewide policy
of environmental protection. CEQA does not
directly regulate land uses, but instead it requires
state and local agencies within California to follow
a protocol of analysis and public disclosure of
environmental impacts of proposed projects and,
in a departure from NEPA, requires adoption of
all feasible measures to mitigate those impacts.xxii
However, CEQA is also the source of many lawsuits
related to projects that water agencies pursue, and
those judicial proceedings can unjustifiably hamper
a project’s development. In one extreme example,
the Monterey Agreementxxiii, a 1994 pact between
the Department of Water Resources and SWP

xxi https://www.conservation.ca.gov/dlrp/grant-programs/Pages/Multibenefit-Land-Repurposing-Program.aspx
xxii https://web.archive.org/web/20110313135136/http://www.ag.ca.gov/globalwarming/ceqa.php
xxiii https://www.watereducation.org/aquapedia/monterey-amendment
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Located in Solano County in Northern California, Suisun Marsh encompasses 116,00 acres and a critical part of the
San Francisco Bay-Delta estuary ecosystem. Photo courtesy California Department of Water Resources.

Contractors intended to ease environmental stress
on the Delta and allow for storage of excess flows
during wet years within groundwater banks and
surface storage reservoirs, was stalled for decades
due to ongoing CEQA litigation.xxiv
Environmental review is critical to the successful
implementation of any project, but opportunities
exist for streamlined permitting or even limited
CEQA exemptions. For example, AB 1642 (Salas),
introduced in 2022, would provide a CEQA
exemption for specified water system well and
domestic well projects.xxv In the absence of a
concerted effort to reform CEQA, which has been
tried and failed numerous times, California should
review options that would enact this type of
streamlined permitting or CEQA exemptions for
critical water projects, including those that can add
to the state’s storage capacity. If it is good enough
for a stadium or concert venue, streamlining the
process should also be a potential solution for
building infrastructure that can help the state create
a sustainable water system.

COOPERATIVE AND
COMPREHENSIVE AGREEMENTS
When feasible, collaborative and comprehensive
agreements can effectively address some of the
state’s most vexing water problems. Working within
the existing statutory and regulatory framework,
stakeholders in a cooperative agreement come
together to comprehensively address aspects
of the water management system that have

not or cannot be solved through more narrow
traditional means, including adversarial regulatory
processes. In addition to working on changes that
will improve the existing framework, the state must
prioritize and support efforts that take this type of
collaborative approach.
One example is the effort to negotiate “voluntary
agreements.” Spearheaded by Governor Gavin
Newsom, the California Natural Resources Agency
and the California Environmental Protection
Agency, and including local water agencies and the
federal government, these efforts are designed to
improve conditions for native fish in the Bay-Delta
watershed through an unprecedented commitment
to increased flows for the environment. In March
2022, Governor Newsom announced a 34-page
memorandum of understandingxxvi (MOU) signed
by multiple stakeholders, including the state and
federal government and water agencies from across
the state, detailing an intent to further develop
and implement agreements that add additional
environmental flows and invest in enhanced
habitat across the watershed, while also initiating
an innovative science and governance program to
adaptively manage all elements of the program.
This recent MOU is a good step forward and
provides a model to build on that could incorporate
the interests of other stakeholders that currently
are not part of the new MOU, including key players
such as the Turlock Irrigation District, Modesto
Irrigation District, Oakdale Irrigation District and
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission.

xxiv https://www.californialandusedevelopmentlaw.com/2022/01/10/after-27-years-litigation-over-the-monterey-agreement-comes-to-an-end/
xxv https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB1642
xxvi https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/water-and-drought/article259898175.html#storylink=cpy
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Another example is the recently created San
Joaquin Valley Water Collaborative Action Program.
The participating interest groups in this endeavor
include safe drinking water and disadvantaged
community (DAC) advocates; local city and county
governments; environmental NGOs; growers and
the agricultural industry; and water agencies
from throughout the Valley. This group has a lot
of momentum and hope is high that it will be
able to move past an “us versus them” mentality.
The group’s vision statement speaks to the
need for collaboration and aligned objectives:
Ensuring a sustainable and resilient
water supply for the San Joaquin Valley for
multiple benefits by securing safe, reliable,
and affordable access to water for drinking;
sustainable and productive farms and ranches;
healthy communities; and thriving terrestrial
and fresh-water ecosystems.
To implement this vision for the Valley,
interests from all perspectives must build
trust through greater shared understanding
of the problems and opportunities we
face (emphasis added). Establishing trust
gives us an opportunity to collaborate on
creative solutions to multiple integrated
challenges of water and land management in
the San Joaquin Valley. A broad partnership
supporting creative solutions makes feasible
what is otherwise infeasible.

The voluntary agreement process and the
San Joaquin Valley Water Collaborative Action
Program are examples of the kinds of collaboration
that are needed to move past the status quo.

STATEWIDE COMMUNICATIONS
Finally, a comprehensive communications campaign
focusing on all sectors should be pursued to reflect
California’s long-term needs. The state continues
to oversee implementation of the Save Our
Water campaign, which focuses on urban water
conservation. However, a more ambitious plan is
needed. Many local and regional water agencies
have their own ongoing programs that encourage
water conservation and water use efficiency
among their customers. Nonetheless, as noted
earlier, there are a multitude of examples where
the potential for further water use reductions have
plateaued. By partnering with local water agencies,
the state should revamp and expand the Save Our
Water campaign so that it is responsive to societal
changes, includes the agricultural sector, gets the
message out to more Californians, and frames its
messaging in a way that makes a substantial impact
for the new generation of water users. Beyond
conservation messaging, public water agencies are
undertaking local and regional efforts to increase
water supplies and improve resiliency, as noted
throughout this policy paper. The comprehensive
communications campaign needs to highlight the
many local and state efforts addressing solutions to
the water problem in California.

The San Joaquin Valley Water Collaborative Action Program is a diverse group working for a sustainable and resilient water supply to
ensure healthy communities, thriving ecosystems, and productive farms and ranches.
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CONCLUSION

It is clear that California cannot sufficiently
sustain its current water practices. Times have
changed and will continue to change. California
must immediately manage and adapt its water
supply strategy to these changes. Beyond the
Big and Bold ideas presented here, there needs
to be a willingness to commit to implement the
changes and suggestions proposed. Progress
will not come overnight, but there is no room
for failure. If California does not act now, we
risk sacrificing our precious water supplies
and further endangering the livelihood of
all Californians and the environment. Viable
water management solutions are in front of us.
Working together, we can provide sufficient
water for all of California’s needs.

